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2Max-Plank-Institut für Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Assoiation, Boltzmannstr. 2,85748 Garhing, GERMANYIt is well known that beside plasma refueling by pellets, they an as well be usedfor ELM triggering [1℄. Rising the ELM frequeny by external paemaking resultsin a redued ELM energy, whih is essential for the divertor lifetime in ITER and afuture fusion reator. Neither the exat mehanism of the ELM release by the pelletnor the redution of the ELM energy with rising frequeny are yet fully understood.This ontribution presents simulations of pellet ablation for ELM triggering experimentsaiming at the better understanding of these phenomena.Several experiments were done to investigate the ELM triggering mehanism, whihare presented at this onferene [2,3℄. The last of them is onentrated on the determi-nation of the time delay between the ELM onset and the instant when the pellet rossesthe separatrix. For this purpose pellets with a nominal partile ontent of 1.6 · 1020atoms has been injeted with di�erent veloities from the magneti high �eld side inASDEX Upgrade. In shot No #20041 the pellets were injeted with 240m/s veloityand in shot No #20043 with 600m/s veloity, respetively. We have to note here thatdue to losses in the pellet injetion system the net partile ontent whih enters thetorus in the �rst shot was ∼ 9 · 1019 and in the seond one ∼ 7.2 · 1019 [4℄.One tool to monitor the pellets is a photodiode whih detets the time evolution ofthe light emitted by the pellet loud. This signal (pellet monitor signal in the followingsdenoted by D

α
) is onsidered to be proportional to the ablation rate Ṅ (D

α
∼ Ṅ) [5℄.The pellet monitor signal was olleted for eah pellet event in the last ELM trig-gering shots ( 20041 and 20043). To have a reasonable base to ompare the experimentwith the simulations, we averaged these signals for eah shot, beause the partile on-tent of the pellet annot be determined exatly [4℄. The averaged pellet monitor signalfor the above mentioned shots will be ompared with the results of the simulations.The simulation of the pellet ablation proess is also helpful in understanding howthe pellet vaporizes in shots where ELMs are triggered. The simulations were doneusing a hybrid model [6℄ whih desribes the formation of the neutral loud aordingto the NGS ablation model and the dynamis of the ionized loud part treated by aone-dimensional Lagrangian ell ode.As we did not have for eah pellet event in eah shot detailed density and temper-ature pro�les we made alulations onsidering the pro�les obtained for similar plasmaparameters for a ombination of the shots No #20037 and No #20113. The temper-ature is the leading parameter whih determines the ablation (Ṅ ∼ T

1.6

e
), aordinglywe plotted it and the orresponding ablation rate as a funtion of the distane from theloation of the injetion, and as a funtion of the poloidal �ux oordinate. These are
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shown in Figure 1. and Figure 2. where the position of the separatrix and the pedestaltop are also indiated.

Figure 1: The alulated ablation rate(red) and the orresponding plasma ele-tron temperature (green) on the pellet pathas a funtion of the distane from the sep-aratrix and as a funtion of poloidal �uxoordinate. The pellet monitor signal isplotted with blue for shot no #20043 (ve-loity 600m/s).
Figure 2: The alulated ablation rate(red) and the orresponding plasma ele-tron temperature (green) on the pellet pathas a funtion of the distane from the sep-aratrix and as a funtion of poloidal �uxoordinate. The pellet monitor signal isplotted with blue for shot no #20041 (ve-loity 240m/s).The above mentioned �gures shows the omparison of the alulated and measuredablation rates also. As it has been mentioned above the pellet monitor signal is onsid-ered proportional to the ablation rate, so its integral should equal the partile ontentof the pellet (∫ Ṅdt = const∗

∫
D

α
dt). To make a proper omparison we normalized thepellet monitor signal to its integral to give the �measured� ablation rate.The shape of the alulated ablation urve and the average of the pellet monitorsignal are similar. In the beginning the pellet monitor signal inreases smoothly after-wards there are several jumps in the signal whih an indiate either the presene ofsome instability whih modi�es the ablation rate nor the fat that the ablation rateeases to be proportional to the light emitted by the loud. The inrease of the alu-lated ablation rate is similar to the pellet monitor signal, but between the two urvesin the pedestal region there is a distane of ≈1.5 m. This shift an be due to the fatthat the plasma position e.g. the separatrix position an di�er from eah pellet even inthe same shot and we have used for alulation the temperature and density pro�les ofan other shot. In both ases we indiated the region (with yellow), where the pelletswere during ELM release in the above mentioned experiments [2,3℄. The pellet partilesablated in this region will trigger the ELMs, while the remaining part of the pellet willserve fueling purposes.As experiments proved pellets injeted in ASDEX Upgrade trigger ELMs for alltehnially ahievable veloities. We alulated the ablation rate for the most frequently
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used pellet veloities (240, 600 and 1000m/s), whih means di�erent pellet sizes also (thepartile ontent is 9 · 1019, 7.2 · 1019, 3.1 · 1019 and pellet radius is 7.2 · 10−4, 6.6 · 10−4,
5 · 10−4 m). In the pedestal region, where the pellet radius determines the ablation ratefor the same temperature, the ablation rate is similar for slower pellets, while the fastpellets with small radius ablates moderaltely as it an be seen on Figure 3. The reentexperiments shows [2,3℄ that all the pellets trigger ELMs whih reah the pedestal top.All of the above mentioned pellets will ross this region, whih is in aordane withthe observations. To answer the question if the pellet have to meet the pedestal top, wemade a san of the pellet mass at onstant veloity in our alulations. For this purposewe omputed the ablation rate for smaller pellets with 600m/s veloity. The alulationswere made for pellets with a partile ontent of 7.2 · 1019, 3.6 · 1019, 1.8 · 1019, 9 · 1018,
4.5 · 1018 and the ablation rates are shown on Figure 4. To hek the above assumptionwe would need at least 16 times smaller pellets (orange) for this veloity than it istehnially ahievable in ASDEX Upgrade. If even smaller pellets would trigger ELMsthis would exlude the assumption that the pellet should reah the pedestal top.

Figure 3: The alulated ablation ratefor pellets injeted with 240m/s (blue),600m/s (red) and 1000m/s (green) velo-ity. Figure 4: The alulated ablation ratefor pellets injeted with 600m/s veloitywith a partile ontent of 7.2 · 1019 (red),
3.6 · 1019(blue), 1.8 · 1019 (blak), 9 · 1018(green), 4.5 · 1018 (orange).The question what intrinsially arose is how the pellets will trigger the ELMs inITER. The pellet size and veloity for ELM paemaking, and as well for fueling purposesin ITER has been estimated by A. R. Polevoi et al. [7℄. Ablation rate alulations forthe pellets sizes published in this artile have been performed. We supposed that theshape of the temperature and density pro�le as a funtion of the poloidal �ux oordinateis similar as in ASDEX Upgrade, beause these pro�les sale with the mahine size [8℄.The temperature and density pro�les were determined by using these quantities fromshot No #19031 whih had a wide pedestal.This paper presents pellet ablation studies for ELM triggering experiments. It has
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Figure 5: The eletron temperature on thepellet path and as a funtion of poloidal�ux oordinate for an ITER like plasma.The ablation rate on the pellet path andas a funtion of the poloidal �ux oordi-nate for 300m/s, small pellets (2 · 1021) isplotted with red and for 500m/s, big pellets(5 · 1021) with blue.

The ablation urve and the penetrationdepth have been alulated for the twopellet sizes whih are expeted to be usedin ITER (33mm
3 with 2 · 1021 partilesand 92mm

3 with 5 · 1021 partiles) andtwo veloities 300m/s and 500m/s, respe-tively. It has been obtained that smallestand slowest pellets will penetrate approxi-mately 20 m inside the separatrix, reah-ing the rho poloidal value of 0.98, whihis situated in the pedestal region. Big andfast pellets will penetrate deeper, reahingthe 0.95 value of the poloidal �ux oordi-nate, whih is onsidered to be enough forore fueling [7℄. The ablation rate for twopellets as a funtion of the pellet path andthe orresponding temperature pro�le isshown in Figure 5. The poloidal �ux o-ordinate is also shown.been found that the ablation in the pedestal region an be desribed fairly good by theode, while in the ore plasma, where the temperature gradient is smooth, aordingto the pellet monitor signal, the time dependene of the ablation rate is not smoothanymore. This di�erene needs to be analyzed in future work. The pellet partileontent to hek the question whether it is neessary for the pellet to reah the pedestaltop to trigger the ELMs has been estimated for 600m/s pellets. Calulations for ITERlike plasma were also performed for published [7℄ pellet partile ontents and veloities.The pellets with a partile ontent of 2 · 1021 will ablate in the pedestal region whilethe big pellets ontaining 5 · 1021 partiles will reah the ore plasma, even if the drifte�ets are not taken into aount in the alulations. It is very likely that at least thebigger pellets will trigger ELMs in ITER.Referenes[1℄ P. T. Lang, Nul. Fusion 44, 665 (2004)[2℄ S. Kálvin et al, this onferene[3℄ P.T. Lang et al, this onferene[4℄ P.T. Lang, Rev. Si. Instrum., 74 (2003) 3974[5℄ D. H. MNeill, J. Nul. Mater. 162-164, 476 (1989)[6℄ K. Gál et al., Europhys Conferene Abstrats Vol. 28G, P-5.149.(2004)[7℄ A. R. Polevoi, Nul. Fusion 43, 1072 (2003)[8℄ A. Kallenbah, J. Nul. Mater. 337-339, 381 (2004)
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